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Name:-Bhaskar Mandal.  

  
E Mail:-vaskarmandal@ymail.com  

  
Mobile/Contact Numbers:-09433062581.  

PAN:-ALJPM3479K.  

Date of Birth:-23/09/1967.  

Address:-  
 

 

 299, Bipin Ganguly 

Road,  

Kolkata-700030.  
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Education Qualification:-MA.Sociology.  

Certificate in Science Communication under DST.  

Experience:-Middle level supervision in Railway 

Operation and Traffic Relation.  

Blood Group:-O+  Allergy:-None  

Profile (Knowledge and talent–strength)- Sociology as a discipline enable me 

enough to understand the relationship in different level, from mutual reciprocal 

relationship between two persons such as two lover in micro level to relationship 

between two or more states in macro level. On the other hand I am so fortunate to 

been working in Indian Railways as a frontline staff, which helps me to learning  

sociology in an applied manner.  

Learning (Career) from the Course–Valuation of Ecosystem Goods and Services 

(organised jointly by ENVIS Centres at IISc and EMPRI, Bangalore:- Before 

taking part in this course my world view was mainly anthropocentric. Now I know 

the world in a composite manner, in which everything related to everything else 

and the concept of wastage converted to conversion of material and biodiversity.    



Upgraded Profile and your possible role in the future:- Present mode of production 

assigns everything an exchange value whether it is a commodity, love, landscape or 

beauty. But it is the sociability of the individual, rather than possessive individuality is 

the hope for future which enable us to have a peaceful coexistence with our surroundings. 

It is my understanding that not only discourse of development is to be changed, rather 

baconian discourse of science (dominion of  man over nature) should be changed. The 

discourse of science should not be diametrically opposite of nature, rather it should be 

harmonistic with the nature. As I am a learned science communicator, in near future I will 

contribute educate student in the institutions in my area and towards better 

decisionmaking in my village panchayat ensuring that policy appraisals fully take into 

account the costs and benefits to the natural environment, traditional knowledge building, 

conservation and people biodiversity register.  

  


